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Computational modeling sheds light on structural evolution in
metallic glasses and supercooled liquids
Jun Ding 1 and En Ma2

This article presents an overview of three challenging issues that are currently being debated in the community researching on the
evolution of amorphous structures in metallic glasses and their parent supercooled liquids. Our emphasis is on the valuable insights
acquired in recent computational analyses that have supplemented experimental investigations. The first idea is to use the local
structural order developed, and in particular its evolution during undercooling, as a signature indicator to rationalize the
experimentally observed temperature-dependence of viscosity, hence suggesting a possible structural origin of liquid fragility. The
second issue concerns with the claim that the average nearest-neighbor distance in metallic melts contracts rather than expands
upon heating, concurrent with a reduced coordination number. This postulate is, however, based on the shift of the first peak
maximum in the pair distribution function and an average bond length determined from nearest neighbors designated using a
distance cutoff. These can instead be a result of increasing skewness of the broad first peak, upon thermally exacerbated
asymmetric distribution of neighboring atoms activated to shorter and longer distances under the anharmonic interatomic
interaction potential. The third topic deals with crystal-like peak positions in the pair distribution function of metallic glasses. These
peak locations can be explained using various connection schemes of coordination polyhedra, and found to be present already in
high-temperature liquids without hidden crystal order. We also present an outlook to invite more in-depth computational research
to fully settle these issues in future, and to establish more robust structure-property relations in amorphous alloys.
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INTRODUCTION
Metallic glasses (MGs), discovered over five decades ago, are a
new member in the family of glasses.1–7 They are of current
interest due to their peculiar internal structures8–13 and unusual
properties.14–19 However, a number of issues remain unresolved
with regards to the fundamental understanding of MGs, as well as
their predecessor above the glass transition temperature, the
supercooled liquids.20–24 From the structural perspective, MGs are
amorphous materials without long-range translational order, yet
they exhibit very high atomic packing density compared to other
glasses.8–13 MGs in fact possess pronounced topological and
chemical short-to-medium range order, profoundly influencing
the intriguing properties of these amorphous alloys.8–13 However,
it is a major challenge to characterize order in disorder and
establish structure-property relations.11 For detailed analysis and
discussion on this subject, the reader is referred to a recent review
by Cheng and Ma25 that comprehensively summarizes the
progress over the past 50 years.
Most recently, a number of issues have been under debate

regarding the local structure and structure-property relationship in
MGs and metallic liquids. Examples include a structural signature
of dynamical slowdown as well as the liquid fragility in metallic
glass-forming liquids,26–32 anomalous thermal contraction of
metallic melts in the nearest-neighbor shell,33–35 possible crystal-
like order in MGs/liquids,36–39 a fractal structure model of
MGs,40–42 advanced algorithms (such as machine learning
methods) to efficiently characterize the structural basis of flow

defects and dynamical slowdown in amorphous materials,43, 44

and a new structure parameter that incorporates dynamic (atomic
vibration) information beyond the description of static structure/
configuration.45–49 Computational research has played a key role
in formulating these ideas. This article presents an overview of the
first three topics above, focusing on recent computational
analyses including those by the current authors.
Among the computational techniques, classical and ab initio

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are now widely used to
model and analyze MG structures.50, 51 This approach not only
provides the full coordinates of every atom residing inside the MG
(an example is shown in Fig. 1), but also enables in-depth analysis
that can bring about insights into the underlying structural link to
MG properties. Computer simulation is especially powerful in
providing atomic-scale details otherwise not accessible in experi-
ments. However, computer modeling of MGs has intrinsic
limitations: one must constantly keep in mind the large disparity
between the computer world and the laboratory world, in terms of
the time and spatial scales involved. For example, due to the
ultrafast cooling rates that have to be used to quench a liquid to
obtain a metallic glass in MD simulation (e.g., covering 1000 K over
the very limited computation time available, typically less than a
microsecond),52 it is not possible to generate a metallic glass that
matches a real-world MG, which is cooled at a much slower
cooling rate such as 1000 K/s. As a result of the relaxation time
available, the laboratory glass has a much more ordered structure,
lower potential energy and different properties (such as obviously
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higher elastic modulus). There is, therefore, a pressing need to
improve computational techniques and develop algorithms to
produce models that better resemble and represent experimental
glasses. For instance, incorporating advanced computational
methods, such as metadynamics53 or rare-event sampling meth-
ods,54 are potentially practical to accelerate atomistic simulation of
MGs. Multi-scale modeling is also useful to study the mechanical
deformation of MGs, e.g., the dynamics of shear transformation
zones based on the kinetic Monte Carlo model.55–57

Structural signature of fragility for metallic glass-forming liquids
The fragility of metallic glass-forming liquids is a key parameter
that influences their rheological behavior and glass-forming
ability (GFA).20–23, 58, 59 The liquid fragility is a measure of how
the dynamics slow down upon cooling, i.e., viscosity (η) or α-
relaxation time (τα) as a function of temperature (T), as
schematically shown in the form of Angell plot22 in Fig. 2. At
the glass transition temperature (Tg) the viscosity reaches a critical
value (e.g., 1012 Pa*s or 1013 poise) for all liquids; with rising
temperature the η decreases exponentially. Although liquids all
have nominally similar amorphous structure, their viscosity and
rheological properties differ by a large margin. “Strong” liquids
(such as SiO2) do not deviate much from the Arrhenius equation,
exhibiting a nearly linear relationship in the Angell plot (see Fig. 2).
In comparison, for “fragile” liquids the temperature dependence of
η shows a knee-shaped bending curve in the Angell plot (also
illustrated in Fig. 2). A quantitative measure of liquid fragility can

be defined using the steepness index m ¼ ½dηðTg=TÞdðTg=TÞ �T¼Tg
, the slope

near the glass transition in the Angell plot,22 or the fragility
parameter, D*, in the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann equa-
tion:22η ¼ η0 expðD

�T0
T�T0

Þ, where η0 is the high-temperature limit of
η(T) and T0 is the temperature at which the viscosity becomes
infinite. Liquids with lower m or higher D* are “stronger,” whereas
those with higher m or lower D* are more “fragile”.
The liquid fragility can be understood in terms of a

temperature-dependent energy barrier for atomic relaxation, ΔE,

because20

ηðTÞ ¼ η0 expðΔE
kT

Þ: ð1Þ
For strong liquids ΔE is close to a constant, whereas in fragile
liquids ΔE decreases rapidly with rising temperature. In this
context, the potential energy landscape (PEL) provides useful
insight into the liquid fragility, in terms of the change of the depth
of accessed energy basins and their degeneracy in the liquid
state.20–23, 60, 61 For instance, as illustrated in ref. 20, the landscape
of a strong liquid may possess a single “mega-basin” while fragile
ones exhibit a proliferation of well-separated ‘mega-basins”.
Here, our focus is on a key unsolved problem, i.e., the structural

origin of liquid fragility for metallic glass-forming liquids. As
“structure determines properties” is a central tenet of materials
science, how this relationship plays out in a liquid is an
intellectually interesting question. One naturally hopes to seek a
structural basis for liquid dynamics, in particular a structural
mechanism that enables the viscosity of metallic melts to change
by ~ 15 orders of magnitude, and in contrasting ways (strong vs.
fragile behavior), as a function of temperature during cooling.
One way to approach this problem is to connect the liquid

relaxation dynamics (as measured by viscosity η or relaxation time
τα) with the configurational entropy, via the Adam-Gibbs
equation62

ηðTÞ ¼ A exp½ B
TScðTÞ�: ð2Þ

Here A and B are constants, and Sc(T) is the configurational
entropy of the liquid. Although this equation is not theoretically
proven, it is one possible avenue to connect the amorphous
configuration with liquid dynamics and fragility. If Sc is indepen-
dent, the viscosity should follow Arrhenius behavior (strong
liquid), with an approximately linear relationship in the log(η) ~
(Tg/T) plot (the Angell plot). However, in most liquids Sc(T) keeps
decreasing with decreasing T, such that the log(η) ~ log(Tg/T)
curve bends upward. In the context of Eq. (2) this can be perceived
as a consequence of decreasing configurational entropy upon
undercooling. In other words, how and how fast the atoms order
themselves can be the structural process underlying the
dynamical arrest. Thus, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2, the
relatively strong liquids are expected to correspond to gradual
structural ordering upon undercooling, with the strongest liquid
exhibiting a constant structure order and hence constant ΔE. In

Fig. 1 Atomic configuration of MD-simulated Zr46Cu46Al8 MGs (see
ref. 13 for the simulation method and interatomic potential used)

Fig. 2 Schematic description of the strong and fragile liquids using
the Angell plot: viscosity (η) or α-relaxation time (τα) for y-axis (in
logarithmic scale) and normalized temperature (T/Tg) for x-axis. Tg is
the glass transition temperature. Schematically, it’s also included
with the temperature-dependent characteristic structural metric for
strong and fragile liquids, respectively
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contrast, fragile liquids would exhibit rapid structural evolution
approaching the glass transition. Several structural indicators have
been invoked and monitored thus far, in an effort to detect a
structural signature that confirms this trend:

i) Characteristic short-range order (SRO): The characteristic
SRO in the amorphous structure, or generally referred to as
the locally preferred structure, has been extensively studied
in model MGs and supercooled liquids.25, 26, 29–31, 63–69 An
example is the icosahedral SRO, such as the Cu-centered FI
(full icosahedra, with Voronoi index<0, 0, 12, 0>) in the
Cu64Zr36 liquid.

52 For other compositions and alloy systems,
the preferable SRO may be of another type, not necessarily
icosahedral, such as Cu-centered BSAP (bicapped square
antiprisms, with Voronoi index <0, 2, 8, 0>) and TTP
(tricapped trigonal prisms, with Voronoi index <0, 3, 6, 0>)
in Mg65Cu25Y10 liquids.31 In any case, the degree of
characteristic SRO evolves with undercooling. As a specific

example, the Mg65Cu25Y10 liquid is stronger than the
Cu64Zr36 liquid (see ref. 31), and correspondingly, as plotted
in Fig. 3a, the characteristic atomic motifs (BSAP + TTP) in
Mg65Cu25Y10 liquid increases slowly in a gradual manner
upon undercooling, whereas that (FI) in Cu64Zr36 liquids rises
sharply over a temperature range approaching Tg. As such,
the characteristic SRO can be taken as a structural signature
for liquid fragility, in line with the expectations from the
schematic Angell plot in Fig. 2. Another way to monitor
structural evolution is to analyze the interconnecting
coordination polyhedra (see illustration later in Fig. 7) as
plotted in Fig. 3b: the average number of cluster connec-
tions in Mg65Cu25Y10 and Cu64Zr36 liquids exhibits contrast-
ing behavior upon undercooling:70 the flat vs. fast ascending
evolution corresponds well with the same trend observed
for the temperature dependence of liquid dynamics as well
as evolution of SRO (Fig. 3a).

Fig. 3 Evolution of structural order in metallic glass-forming liquids. a Fraction of total atoms involved with the characteristic short-range
order (atomic packing motifs) in Cu64Zr36 and Mg65Cu25Y10 liquids as a function of temperature (normalized by Tg). In Cu64Zr36 liquid, the
characteristic atomic motif is Cu-centered FI (full icosahedra, with Voronoi index <0, 0, 12, 0>); in Mg65Cu25Y10 liquid, the characteristic atomic
motif is BSAP (with Voronoi index <0, 2, 8, 0>) and TTP (tricapped trigonal prisms, with Voronoi index <0, 3, 6, 0>); see refs. 30, 31 for
simulation details; b Evolution of the average number of cluster connections in Cu64Zr36 and Mg65Cu25Y10 liquids with decreasing
temperature; 3-atom or 2-atom refers to the number of shared atoms by two interconnected coordination polyhedra; The detailed definition
of cluster connection can be found in ref. 70; c For various metallic glass-forming liquids, the larger the structural fragility γ, the more fragile
the liquids (reflected by smaller D* or larger m), and vice versa. The inset is adapted from ref. 28, showing a large discrepancy between the
height of the first peak, S(q1), in the liquid when extrapolated to Tg and that measured in the glass (see Equation (4) and ref. 28). d The static
structure factor and the height of the first peak for Cu64Zr36 liquid are plotted as a function of temperature; the γ is obviously larger for
Cu64Zr36 than for Mg65Cu25Y10 (also included for comparison). As such, the two MD-simulated liquids shown in a provide data points down to
Tg, and lend support to the observations made by Mauro et al.28 based on experimental measurements (Fig. 3c)
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ii) Degree of five-fold local symmetry: Closely related to (i)
above is the structural parameter W, defined as the average
degree of fivefold local symmetry for the coordination
polyhedra at the short-range scale.27 In this approach,
instead of tracking a characteristic SRO around certain
species in an alloy, Hu et al.27 track the population of all the
fivefold bonds in the alloy such that the metric can be
applied to any alloy composition, including those for which
icosahedral SRO is not preferable and those where obviously
dominant SRO motifs have not been identified. Of course,
this approach is expected to yield the same trend as the SRO
parameter in (i) above, because any preferable SRO (motif)
would be rich in local fivefold topology (the third digit of the
Voronoi index is maximized for the coordination number in
question).11, 25 The authors used W to fit the viscosity
behavior and the dynamic arrest that culminates in the
transition of a liquid to its glass state,

η ¼ η0 exp
D

ð1�WÞδ ð3Þ

where D and δ are two fitting parameters, which are
different for different alloys.27

iii) First peak height in the structure factor, S(q): Mauro et al.28,
29 have studied the temperature dependence of the height
of the first peak in S(q), as a measure of local structural order
developed. This maximum peak intensity evolves with
undercooling. The authors found a mismatch between the
value for that height in the liquid when extrapolated to Tg
and the value measured in the glass at that temperature (as
illustrated in Fig. 3c, and ref. 28). Based on this observation,
Mauro et al.28 defined a structural fragility γ,

γ ¼ 100 ´
ðSðq1Þglass � Sðq1ÞliquidextrapolationÞ

Sðq1Þglass
at Tg; ð4Þ

and found that γ increases with the fragility of
liquids (although with considerable fluctuation) as shown
in Fig. 3c. This trend works well for our MD-simulated
Cu64Zr36 and Mg65Cu25Y10 liquids as shown in Fig. 3d, where
the more fragile Cu64Zr36 liquids exhibit higher structural
fragility γ. This structural indicator is not tied to any specific
type of characteristic SRO, which makes it potentially a
universal way to relate with liquid fragility. Note that, in
contrast, the temperature-dependent position or the full
width at half maximum of the first peak in S(q), exhibits poor
correlation with liquid fragility.28 Also note that although
Mauro et al.28 did not have data for the liquid deep into the
supercooled regime at temperatures close to Tg(see inset in
Fig. 3c), this gap of missing experimental data is remedied
by our MD simulation of a similar alloy system (Fig. 3d).
Again, these computational data are consistent with Mauro’s
general postulate based on experimental observation of
peak height in S(q): there will be contrasting trends
for the local SRO as discussed in (i) for the evolution of
SRO upon cooling of a stronger vs. a more fragile liquid
towards Tg.

Aside from the structural metrics above, other
structure parameters may also show correlation with the liquid
fragility, such as the peaks in pair distribution functions (PDFs),71–
73 volume or density variations,74, 75 bond orientational order76

and interatomic repulsion softness.77 In a nutshell, these structural
indicators suggest that the liquid fragility does correlate
with how and how fast the local structural ordering takes place
upon cooling. Presumably, this ordering upon undercooling
reduces the configurational entropy and affects the energy barrier
for dynamic relaxation (Equation (2) above). There can be limited
and gradual ordering during undercooling, and there can also be
slow change at higher temperatures followed by drastic ordering

near glass transition. These two contrasting types of temperature-
dependent structural ordering may account for the strong and
fragile behavior, respectively. This appears to be a consistent
message from both the experimental and computational
analysis cited above. It is worth noting that in addition to
monitoring structural ordering upon cooling to temperatures
close to Tg as discussed above, significant progress has been made
very recently to understand the dynamical crossover of transport
properties from Arrhenius to super-Arrhenius behavior, at high
temperatures in liquids that are close to equilibrium (the crossover
temperature is at ~ 2Tg for metallic liquids).32, 78–82 In this
regime, atomic correlations responsible for the onset of coopera-
tive dynamics are being analyzed to provide a structural
origin of the cross-over as well as a new perspective of the liquid
fragility.
The basic idea remains that in general the kinetic fragility would

be correlated with structural evolution in the liquid,29 and a
structural signature of the dynamics behavior can be understood
from the picture when the liquid enters the PEL-affected
regime.20–23 Structure ordering gives rise to slowdown of
dynamics, because of increased constraints and rigidity. Local
topological and chemical order enables the neighboring atoms to
communicate and coordinate, reducing entropy and suppressing
soft vibrational modes. These are expected to go hand in hand
with increased energy barrier for relaxation, and hence higher
viscosity and longer α-relaxation time. This would also manifest
itself as smaller mean square displacement and higher instanta-
neous shear modulus.83, 84

However, the currently utilized indictors all suffer from short-
comings. Specifically, the type of characteristic SRO varies from
alloy to alloy and is not universal for metallic glass-forming
liquids.30, 31, 63–69 The metric based on peak intensity in structure
factors or PDFs shows considerable fluctuation when correlated
with liquid fragility,28, 29, 71 and the peak height may involve other
effects, such as thermally enhanced asymmetry of peaks in the
PDF, as will be discussed in a later section. More importantly, all
these indicators do not necessarily reveal a causal link with the
dynamical slowdown at the microscopic level. Recall that one of
the characteristic feature of liquid dynamics upon undercooling is
the dynamic heterogeneity, which provides an explicit and quite
general connection between spatial fluctuations and relaxation
kinetics.20, 26 When the supercooled liquid is cooled towards Tg,
the dynamic heterogeneity becomes more and more pronounced,
as reflected by its growing correlation lengths, which is also
accompanied by an increasing correlation length of the static
structure to beyond the short-range scale.26, 52, 65, 67–69, 81, 85

Therefore, structure features due to ordering at longer correlation
length may affect dynamics slowdown even more, especially
when both the dynamic and structural correlation lengths
increase with cooling. As such, the structural indicators at the
much shorter length scale (such as SRO, fivefold environment,
bond orientational order, etc.) are not sufficient to reveal a
structural mechanism for the dynamical slowdown or a direct link
with the fragility of metallic glass-forming liquids. In other words,
the short-range ordering examined so far is probably not the root
cause of fragility, but only an indicator of the likely existence of a
structural mechanism. If structure features from medium-range
ordering has more weight in controlling the liquid relaxation,
especially at temperatures approaching Tg, a better structural
signature would need to incorporate medium-range order to
better understand the structural basis of dynamical arrest as well
as liquid fragility. Last but not least, one could also question if a
limited set of indicators solely from static structure is enough to
constitute a robust relationship with liquid dynamics, as will be
discussed in the outlook section of this article.
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Temperature dependence of the first peak in g(r) of metallic
liquids
Metallic liquids normally exhibit thermal expansion: their volume
expands with increasing temperature. An intriguing behavior
noticed in recent studies is an anomalous temperature depen-
dence of the first peak position in the atomic PDFs, g(r), of metallic
liquids:33–35, 71 the position (distance r) corresponding to the
maximum intensity of the first peak shifts towards shorter r with
increasing temperature (see Fig. 4). In contrast, liquids of covalent
materials, such as Si, Ge, Ge1Sb2Te4, and polymers,35, 86, 87 are
found to exhibit positive shift of the first peak in PDFs with
increasing temperature. PDF is widely used to describe the
amorphous structure, and defined as:25

gðrÞ ¼ 1
4πr2ρN

XN
i¼1

XN
j¼1

δðj r!ij � rjÞ: ð5Þ

where N is the number of atoms and ρ is the number density in
the system. rij is the interatomic distance between two atoms i and
j. At the first glance, the contraction (negative expansion) of
interatomic distance in metallic liquids is counter-intuitive and
surprising, considering the accompanying positive volume expan-
sion of the overall sample.
The first systematic report of the anomalous shift of the first

peak was presented by Lou et al. 33 for elemental metallic melts,
including Al, Ni, Cu, Ag, Au, and In, see Fig. 4. Meanwhile, the
second and third peaks in g(r) expand in contrast to the behavior
of the first peak, consistent with heating induced volume
expansion. After analyzing the first nearest-neighbor shell,
determined by the distance cutoff using the first minimum in
PDFs, the authors concluded that this anomaly is caused by
changes in the polyhedral motifs/clusters upon heating. Specifi-
cally, the coordination polyhedron changes to a denser one with a
reduced coordination number and a shorter bond length (distance
between the center atom and atoms in the first nearest-neighbor
shell). In a later report, Gangopadhyay et al.34 also observed similar
anomalous shift of the first peak for a number of alloy liquids (but
not without obvious exceptions).
However, there are factors that were not taken into account in

their analysis of the first nearest-neighbor shell. In particular, in a
liquid the nearest-neighbor atoms and the coordination number
are not unambiguously defined. The practice of using a distance
cutoff at the minimum after the first peak in PDF, as conducted in
refs. 33 and 34, is subject to major uncertainties as to which atoms

belong to the nearest neighbor shells and which ones do not.25

For a liquid this minimum intensity is nowhere no close to zero,
but instead corresponds to a fairly high intensity (see Fig. 4a and
Fig. 5a), especially for high-temperature liquids for which each of
the intensity peaks is broad (spans a rather wide r range) and
asymmetric. An example showing the tail in the profile of g(r) for
first nearest-neighbors beyond the cutoff distance can be found in
a later figure (Fig. 7e). It is then questionable to separate the
overlapping first peak and second peak by picking the r position
where the PDF intensity appears to be at its minimum.
Ding et al.35 employed MD simulations to shed light on possible

sources of the anomalous shift of the first PDF peak. First off, they
examined equilibrium Al liquids at different temperatures, but
these liquids were all simulated at a constant density (the density
at zero pressure and melting temperature).35 As shown in Fig. 5a,
g(r) for these constant-density Al liquids at various temperatures
also have the same inherent structure, which is the local minimum
of the potential energy basin in which the liquid configuration
resides,20, 60 after removing the temperature effects (deviation
from the local minimum) through energy minimization via
conjugate gradient method. As such, in Fig. 5a there is no change
in the inherent structure via cross-basin jump across saddle point
between two neighboring local minima in PEL. In other words,
these melts are iso-configurational. With this computational
scheme there is no inherent structural change in volume and in
coordination number, yet there is still the shift of the first peak to
lower r with increasing temperature, as seen in Fig. 5a. This
immediately signals that changes in density and coordination
number are not a necessary condition for the anomalous peak
shift. There can be other contributing factors.
One factor that naturally comes to mind is the dynamic effect

from thermally induced spreading of atomic distribution. As will
be shown below, this alone could in fact induce the anomalous
first peak shift, in the absence of any appreciable evolution of the
inherent structure or positive/negative thermal expansion. To see
this, note that the first peak in g(r) for metallic liquids is normally
asymmetric as illustrated in Fig. 5b, becoming increasingly skewed
upon heating due to the anharmonic and asymmetric interatomic
potential.35 In such a case, the r position corresponding to the g(r)
maximum (the peak) is not necessarily the average first nearest-
neighbor distance, see Fig. 5b. With increasing temperature, the
peak in fact broadens and becomes increasing asymmetric with
enhanced tail in the profile of g(r) for the first nearest-neighbor
shell beyond the cutoff distance. As such, the cutoff could easily

Fig. 4 Temperature-dependent first peak position in g(r). a g(r) for Al liquids in the temperature range of 937 to 1077 K. The inset magnifies
the top part for the first peak in g(r), where the peak intensity decreases and the position corresponding to the maximum intensity shifts to
low r upon heating. b The same was found for the first peak position in g(r) for other metallic melts in addition to Al. The lines are the linear fit
of the peak position. Adapted from ref. 33
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miss some nearest neighbors that have moved to slightly larger r.
Specifically, upon activation by temperature to certain energy
atoms spread and attain a wider distribution. Many of them take
smaller r and also larger r away from the original position. Due to
the asymmetric potential, those atoms spreading towards the
lower r side would not go as far as those drifting slightly to the
larger r side. So the atomic distribution profile is skewed further,
and the most populous location appears to have moved slightly,
to the left. In other words, the peak position in PDF shifts to lower
r, but the average r is still increasing (i.e., still thermal expansion).
Such a scenario of changing skewness can be easily seen in
Fig. 5b.
Such an asymmetry can be evaluated by the ratio of rB/rA, with

the two distances rB and rA defined at the full width of half
maximum height of the first PDF peak,35 as illustrated in Fig. 5c.
This asymmetry (i.e., the magnitude of rB/rA) for Al, Cu, and Cu-Zr
liquids indeed increases with increasing temperature, even for the
same inherent structure. As shown in Fig. 5d, thermal agitation of
atoms leads to both shorter and longer bonds (between central
atom and nearest neighbors in the first shell) separated by RIS (first
peak position of g(r) for corresponding inherent structures), but
the r > RIS group will have average bond length Rave longer than
that of the r < RIS group. Again, this is because the resistance the

thermally excited atoms have to combat with is stiffer on the
smaller r side but lower on the larger r side. To maintain the same
RIS, with increasing temperature there will be more atoms joining
the r < RIS group than the r > RIS group; this redistribution of the
number of atoms skews the g(r) peak maximum position to
smaller r.
A general picture for the temperature-dependent first peak

position in g(r) is depicted with an example in Fig. 6. Here Ni
glasses/liquids as well as crystals are monitored using MD
simulations at various temperatures under both constant density
and constant (ambient) pressure conditions. There appear to be
three main effects that determine the first peak positions in g(r) for
metallic materials:

i) Thermally induced asymmetry: This skewness effect has
been analyzed in details in Fig. 5 and ref. 35. The origin is
the redistribution of neighboring atoms to both shorter and
longer distances with increasing temperature, due to the
anharmonic and asymmetric nature of the interatomic
interaction potential. For Ni crystal and liquid/glass (see
Fig. 6), they also consistently exhibit the seemingly
anomalous shift of first peak (maximum intensity) position
in g(r) to lower r upon heating to higher temperatures (even
for Ni crystals).

Fig. 5 Asymmetric first peak in the g(r) of metallic liquids. a g(r) of constant-density Al liquids and corresponding inherent structures at various
temperatures; b Schematic illustration of the asymmetry of the first g(r) peak, and the skewness increases upon heating; c Evaluation of rB/rA as
the asymmetry of the first peak in g(r) at various temperatures for Cu, Al and Cu-Zr liquids (constant density). The definition of rB and rA are
schematically shown at the full width of half maximum of the first peaks in the inset. d Average interatomic distance for atom pairs with
shorter distance and longer distance in Cu melts at various temperature; (i.e., negative and positive departure from RIS, the first peak position
in g(r) for the inherent structure). Adapted from ref. 35
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ii) Expansion/contraction of atomic volume: Larger atomic
volume normally exhibits larger atomic nearest-neighbor
separation. As seen in Fig. 6, at a given temperature, Ni
materials (both glass/liquid and crystal) at ambient pressure
exhibits a larger r for the first peak position than that at
constant density, because of the smaller volume for the
latter ensemble.

iii) Topological and chemical ordering: Structural relaxation and
short-range ordering change local atomic configurations,
including the coordination number, fractions of different
species in the nearest-neighbor shell, and the topology of
characteristic motifs. These would certainly affect the
position of the first g(r) peak. This is particularly true for
alloys containing multiple elements,34 because the first peak
is then a superposition of several partial PDFs; a different
peak position results if some of the overlapping partials
shift.

As the shift of the maximum of the first peak in g(r) with
increasing temperature includes both configurational (inherent
structure, local minimum in PEL) and thermal (deviation from the
PEL minimum due to thermal activation) contributions, caution
should be exercised before concluding on a particular origin or
mechanism for the shift. This calls for a careful and quantitative
analysis of the various sources listed above that affect the
distribution of the constituent species/atoms in the first nearest-
neighbor shell. For instance, a very recent literature has

systematically considered the skewness of radial distribution
functions for simple metallic or MG-forming liquids, and
determined the mean bond length accurately (see ref. 88). Those
results are very consistent with the discussion above in this
section.

Hidden crystal-like topological order in MGs
As summarized before,25 the general atomic packing principle in
MGs/liquids is to maximize polytetrahedral arrangements and
triangulated shell faces. For example, for the full icosahedral
packing the 12 shell atoms enclose an icosahedron composed of
20 tetrahedra.89, 90 Other types of characteristic motifs, while not
containing full icosahedron, also favor fivefold packing topology
as reflected by the high value of the third digit in the Voronoi
index.11 Indeed, such local order in MGs/liquids has been
extensively documented in the past couple of decades in
numerous experimental studies using X-ray/neutron scattering
and nanobeam electron diffraction,12, 39, 91–93 as well as computer
simulations employing ab initio or empirical interatomic interac-
tion potentials.10, 25, 30–32, 52, 63–69, 94, 95 However, there has also
been recent claims of hidden crystal-like topological order in
MGs36–39, 96, 97 in addition to colloidal disordered materials.98–100

One type of crystal-like order was the so-called local translation
symmetry.36, 37, 101 This was invoked when analyzing the peaks of
PDFs, g(r), as defined in Eq. (5). As shown in Fig. 7a, b, Liu et al.36

employed both MD simulation and synchrotron X-ray scattering

Fig. 6 First peak in g(r) for Ni liquid/glass and crystals. a and b are the first peak position(r1) in PDF and atomic volume, respectively, for Ni
liquids/glasses at various temperatures under constant density or constant ambient pressure; c and d are r1 and atomic volume, respectively,
for Ni crystals at various temperatures under constant density or ambient pressure. The arrows in a–d indicate the process of simulation: the
system was firstly quenched from high temperature to 100 K under ambient pressure, and then heated under constant density. Data in a–d
are calculated according to the methods in refs. 33 and 35 with EAM potential developed by H. W. Sheng121
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experiment to measure the peak positions in g(r), Ri (for the ith
peak), for various MGs/liquids.101 As illustrated in Fig. 7b, they
summarized that the peak positions for MGs, normalized to that of
the first peak R1, are in the sequence of Ri/R1 ≈ 1, 1.73, 2, 2.65,
3.46…Liu et al.36, 101 concluded that atomic packing in MGs can
be described globally as the local translation symmetry super-
imposed on the spherical-periodic order, where the spherical-
periodic order predicts102

Ri
R1

¼ 1
5
þ 4i

5
ði ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4¼ Þ ð6Þ

that gives Ri/R1 = 1.0, 1.8, 2.6, 3.4…The spherical-periodic order
was derived by Häussler et al.102 to optimize the resonance
between the electronic system and the static structure as the
Friedel oscillations are caused by the screening power of the
electrons for amorphous systems (see detailed interpretation in
ref. 102). The proposal of Liu et al.36 is that there is also local
translational symmetry, mainly reflected by the splitting of the
second peak in g(r) into two subpeaks (R2 and R3 in Fig. 7a, often
regarded as a characteristic feature of the glassy state). They
argued that the MG structure can be regarded as adding the local

translational symmetry on top of the spherical periodicity. Taking
this one step further, in a recent study by Wu et al.37 summarizing
the peak positions of partial PDFs for MGs, the authors concluded
that there is structural homology in the short-to-medium range,
shared by glassy and crystalline metals. By comparing the Ri/
R1with interatomic distances in face-centered cubic (fcc) and
body-centered cubic (bcc) lattice spectrum, they report hidden
orders in various MGs and envision that they are actually inherited
partial crystalline order.
However, such a structural picture combining local translational

symmetry crystal order and spherical-periodical order becomes
questionable as alternative explanations are available to account
for the Ri/R1 ratios observed. First of all, the subpeaks (R2 and R3 in
Fig. 7a) are within the second nearest-neighbor shell of pair
correlation, as illustrated in Fig. 7c, and as such cannot be viewed
separately as the second peak and the third peak (Fig. 7a, b and
refs 70, 103–106). The second nearest-neighbor shell can be
analyzed in terms of the connection of two nearest-neighbor
coordination polyhedra sharing one, two, three or four atoms
(denoted as 1-atom, 2-atom, 3-atom, and 4-atom connections,
respectively, see Fig. 7d).70, 104 The contributions to the PDF

Fig. 7 Atomic order derived from pair distribution function, g(r). a g(r) for MD-simulated Ni liquid at 2000 K and glass at 300 K. The peak
positions are denoted by the short dashed lines. b Ri/R1, the ratio of the ith peak position normalized by that of the first peak, for 64 MGs, see
ref. 36. c g(r) of Ta liquids at 3300 K (orange line) and its corresponding inherent structures (cyan line). The inset schematically depicts the
second peak in g(r) with corresponding atomic order at the second nearest-neighbor shell. d Four different schemes of coordination
polyhedra connections with the number of shared atoms from one to four, which are denoted as 1-atom, 2-atom, 3-atom, and 4-atom cluster
connections, respectively. e g(r) for MD-simulated Ni80P20 MGs at 300 K. The decomposed pair distribution functions are shown for nearest-
neighbors (NN), second nearest neighbor atoms via 1-atom, 2-atom, 3-atom, and 4-atom cluster connections. a–b are adapted from ref. 37 and
c–e from ref. 70
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intensity from the 1-atom (vertex sharing) and 3-atom connections
(face sharing) are found to dominate over the 2-atom (edge
sharing) and 4-atom connections. The composite effect when they
overlap in g(r) leads to the splitting into two subpeaks (note that
at large distances beyond the second shell, g(r) appears Gaussian-
like because differences in polyhedra connections are smeared
out). This scheme results in two subpeaks that are at ~ 1.73R1 and
~ 2R1, and if averaged give the position of the second shell at ~
1.8R1, which is basically the prediction given by the spherical-
periodic order. Thus, the spherical-periodic order alone is able to
depict the atomic packing in MGs, without the need of an
additional crystal-like order, even though 2R1 is reminiscent of
translational order. In other words, the splitting of the second
peak in g(r) for MGs does not necessarily require the emergence of
local translational symmetry or crystal order.
Secondly, this splitting feature in g(r) is actually intrinsic and

present even in the liquid state, when crystalline topological order
is not present (and cannot be the responsible factor), as illustrated
in Fig. 7c. This was shown in ref. 70, where the inherent structure
of a MD-simulated equilibrium Ta liquid at 3300 K already exhibits
the splitting second peak in g(r). This splitting feature encoded in
the inherent structure is not observed in instantaneous config-
urations of high-temperature liquids, only because of the
smearing due to thermal vibration. This is at odds with most of
previously proposed mechanisms attributing the splitting solely to
extra structural ordering during the transition from the liquid to
the glassy state, including intensified icosahedral order,91 appear-
ance of local translational symmetry,36, 101 or “Bergman triaconta-
hedron” packing.107 Instead, the splitting second peak in g(r) for
MGs can be inherited for the most part from the inherent structure
of liquids, and not fundamentally determined by the appearance
(or not) of new local order developed during cooling towards glass
transition.
Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that in the study of Wu

et al.,37 the R2 position (the shorter-distance subpeak of the
splitting second peak in g(r)) in amorphous Ni is close to 1.73R1,
which seems to correlate with a lattice distance in the
corresponding FCC crystal; in contrast, the R2 position (a bit away
from 1.73R1 and closer to

ffiffi
8
3

q
R1) in amorphous Fe is more

reminiscent of a lattice distance in the corresponding BCC crystal.

It is indeed intriguing that for R2 there can be such a difference
between amorphous Ni and Fe. More work is needed to confirm
this correlation, i.e., whether the location of R2 is always different
for an amorphous phase derived from a FCC metal when
compared with one derived from a BCC metal. If this is indeed
universal, further work is needed to explain the selection of R2, for
example from the bond length differences and electronic
structure perspectives.
Before closing this section, we note that in fully amorphous

monolithic MGs, crystal-like order could be a naturally occurring
competitor to SROs. Hwang et al.38 observed nanoscale crystal-like
superclusters in the Zr50Cu45Al5 MGs, in their model based on
reverse Monte Carlo modeling constrained at short range by an
empirical interatomic potential and at medium range by fluctua-
tion electron microscopy data (as shown in Fig. 8a). A significant
fraction of atoms in these superclusters are in crystal-like local
environments forming nano-sized regions. But structural relaxa-
tion of a rapidly quenched glass decreased the fraction of crystal-
like Voronoi polyhedra and increased the fraction of icosahedral-
like Voronoi polyhedra, suggesting that the crystal-like environ-
ment is energetically unfavorable when the local region is on sub-
nanometer scale. Zhang et al.108 studied another composition,
Zr50Cu35Al15 MG, and suggested that better glass forming ability
in Zr-Cu-Al alloy system may depend more on destabilizing
crystal-like order than enhancing icosahedral structures. Even in
the liquid state, Leocmach et al.100 proposed crystal-like clusters
(fcc-like order) among colloidal supercooled liquids (sharing some
similarity with metallic liquids), and derived that structural origin
of the dynamical arrest is linked to the avoided crystallization,
rather than the condensation of the local icosahedral order of the
liquid. Moreover, even the icosahedral clusters in MGs were
depicted to be distorted with partially FCC symmetry (see Fig. 8b)
based on angstrom-beam electron diffraction of single icosahe-
dron in combination with computer simulation.39 Such a
combination of icosahedral order and partially FCC symmetry
was suggested to be associated with the geometric frustration of
local icosahedral structure in MGs. However, what they really
observed was the increased number of fourfold and sixfold bonds,
as reflected by the second and the fourth digits in the Voronoi
indices. This indicates the distortion-reduced degree of the

Fig. 8 a A region containing a crystal-like supercluster in the Zr50Cu45Al5 bulk metallic glass, which was analyzed by hybrid reverse Monte
Carlo simulations of the structure by incorporating medium-range structure information from fluctuation electron microscopy data and short-
range structure preference from an embedded atom potential.38 The atoms are colored by the fraction of pentagons in their Voronoi
polyhedron. b Probability distribution of bond orientational order (w6) in a 12,000-atom MD model, together with the characteristic w6 for
ideal fcc and icosahedron cluster;39 Structural connection between the ideal icosahedron, distorted icosahedron, and fcc cluster are
schematically shown on the top of b. a is adapted from ref. 38 and b from ref. 39
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fivefold topology, but does not necessarily mean that there are
indeed FCC packing with Voronoi index <0, 12, 0, 0> or BCC
clusters with Voronoi index <0, 6, 0, 8>. Nevertheless, the role of
crystal-like orders in MGs and metallic liquids, especially how they
interact with the dominant locally favored motifs, warrants further
in-depth studies.

Challenges and outlook
The overview of three examples in the previous sections shows
that recent computational modeling has been very useful to the
understanding of structural attributes in MGs and liquids.
Specifically, (i) the dynamical slowdown in metallic glass-forming
liquids as well as the liquid fragility are found to exhibit an
apparent link with local structure ordering. (ii) Upon heating, the
volume of metallic melts expands, but analysis indicates that this
can be accompanied by an apparent negative shift of the first
peak position in the PDF, which can arise from multiple reasons.
(iii) While locally favored motifs such as icosahedral order have
been extensively studied, the role of crystal-like order in MGs/
liquids remains to be better characterized and understood.
We note here that these are challenging issues that still require

further exploration. One example is the lack of a consensus
whether crystal-like order is necessarily present and intrinsic to
amorphous structures in MGs and metallic liquids, as discussed in
the preceding section; in fact, it is even questionable if the
“crystal-like order” reported in the literature can indeed be related
to the symmetry in crystals. The jury is also still out regarding the
conclusion of a temperature-induced bond contraction in simple
metallic liquids due to decreasing coordination number (change
in SRO), because the simple distance cutoff analysis on which this
claim is based neglected the skewness of the non-Gaussian profile
of the first peak in the g(r) of liquids. A more refined analysis
capable of quantifying the temperature-exacerbated peak asym-
metry may prove that the true bond length actually increases with
rising temperature, although the location of the first peak
maximum appears to shift to smaller r.
Also, while some structural metrics have been linked to the

dynamical slowdown as well as liquid fragility, so far the
correlation is crude and on limited length scales. It would be
desirable to establish structural metrics in multi-dimension space
aided by advanced algorithms, rather than from a highly-limited
set of (usually single) structural indicators. The latter have been
able to provide ad hoc correlations, such as the one with fragility
discussed in this overview. But they do not establish causal,
derivable, and universal structure-property relationships. One
could also question if a limited set of indicators solely from static
structure is enough to constitute a robust relationship with liquid
dynamics. This is rooted in the nature of the MGs/liquids structure,
where the subtle differences between similar local configurations
make it practically impossible to predict the local relaxation
events, even when the static structure (the coordinates of all
atoms) is fully known. Two recent research directions seem
promising to better resolve this problem. One is to employ
advanced algorithm (e.g., machine learning methods) to char-
acterize the multiplex structural environment (i.e., a combination
of multiple indictors) with high accuracy and sensitivity. As
demonstrated recently,43, 44 a new metric was identified by
machine learning method to reveal flow defects or particles
susceptible to rearrangement in jammed and glassy systems,
giving rise to a new concept called “softness”, which characterizes
local structure and is strongly correlated with liquid dynamics.
The other way is to incorporate the atomic vibrational

information in addition to the commonly-studied static structure
when describing liquid dynamics from the structural perspec-
tive.25, 26, 30–32, 52, 63–69 The combination of both static and
dynamics structural information may lead more robust prediction
of structure-property relationship for MGs as well. A recent

example demonstrating this point is the flexibility volume,45

assessed via atomic vibrations that probe local configurational
space and interaction between neighboring atoms. Such a
parameter beyond just static structure was shown to better
represent the MG structural state in the sense that the use of
dynamics information allows quantitative prediction of the shear
modulus and correlation with MG relaxation properties on both
atomic/microscopic and macroscopic levels, and for all composi-
tions and processing conditions. Generally speaking, static
structure information plays a key role for MGs, but it alone is
not sufficient, and incorporating dynamics information makes it
possible to establish more robust structure-property relations.
Dynamics information is well known to be predominantly
important for liquids, but as mentioned earlier structural signature
based on static order is also recognized in recent studies.
Therefore, structural metrics combining both may unify MGs and
liquids to pave the way towards a mathematically convenient
description of the amorphous state.
In addition to atomic-level structure in amorphous alloys, the

electronic structural basis of their properties need to be examined
systematically in future work. Although previous work has
explored various aspects such as the covalency, ionicity, density
of states, and valence electron density in MGs,109–113 ample room
remains to quantitatively relate electronic structure to properties
of amorphous alloys (such as GFA, ductility, liquid fragility etc.)
and to the short-to-medium range topological and chemical order.
Another direction to pursue is structural metrics on longer length
scales. They will prove very important in controlling the properties
of MGs/liquids, because their critical behavior (e.g., shear banding,
dynamical heterogeneity etc.) usually involve length scales at or
beyond medium-range order.114–117

Before closing, we also note that to understand the evolution in
MGs and metallic liquids, one may need to explore their
corresponding stable and metastable crystalline phases. After all,
glass formation is a kinetic arrest process that has successfully
avoided the competing crystalline phases. Recently, Perim et al.118

computed the geometrical and energetic features of competing
crystalline phases using the AFLOW framework to assist in the
prediction of glass forming ability. Sun et al.119, 120 integrated
genetic algorithm, ab initio simulation and cluster alignment
method to reveal the most common energetically favorable motifs
that transcend metallic crystals, glasses, and liquids. These appear
to be new tactics for computational investigations of amorphous
metals, especially by utilizing state-of-the-art algorithms and
materials informatics.
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